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In This Edition
We take you through the activities that took place
in last two weeks in KERIC.
We welcomed new volunteers from South East
Asia. Yee Mon Oo from Myanmar showcased her
country with interesting details. Also, Samriddhi
Dhiman from India presented her country to the
KERIC family.

About KERIC
KERIC isa non-profit non governmental organization working mainly with
children and youth aged 4-30 as well as adults.
We offer a wide range of activities with an extra
added international dimension which develop the
personality of children and youth
and differ based on the needs of participants.
Our mission is to connect our region Kysuce with
Europe and the whole world.

Activities This Week
We kick started the week with Slovak lesion &
the usual Monday meetings. We had a
Methodological Training around Cadca where we
learnt different energizers and interactive games
on how to make a class interesting.

Hike Day @KERIC!

On this Monday, Mirka & Lenka took the volunteers to
beautiful hiking sites in Slovakia.

Methodological Training
At KERIC, we try to make learning interactive and interesting and in order to do that we had a
whole day planned for different methodology training. We discussed the challenges we can
face in a class with students in different age groups and class management issues. Later we
took part in different games and solved puzzles while playing treasure hunt around the city of

Workshop on Anti-racism, Xenophobia &
Tolerance
Over the past week, KERIC hosted ICYE organiz
ations from different countries. The team
interacted with KERIC volunteers over dinner in Ostranica. They learnt about logistics and
talked about a case in a minority school in Zilina, Slovakia.

Social Entrepreneurship Workshop
Lenka hosted a training session in KERIC for some of the volunteers on Social
Entrepreneurship skills. With the help of SWOT Analysis and the SMART Techniques they build
a Social Awareness Campaign.

Ribbon Tying Ceremony
Some of the KERIC team visited Veronika
, one of the mentors for our
volunteers. It is one of the traditional ceremonies in the schools of Slovakia which is similar to
a prom.

